Stephanie Plum, girl bounty hunter, the terror of Trenton, the bane of her boyfriend Joe Morelli's existence, and the delight of her crazy grandmas heart, is in the wrong place at the wrong time—as usual. Just happening to be indulging her nachos jones at a local deli when its robbed by the notorious Red Devils, Plum is the eye witness who could put the gang leader, known as the Junkman, behind bars... if he just lets her live long enough. Looking for a place to hide out from the killer until the cops catch up with him, Stephanie sneaks into her fellow bounty hunter Rangers apartment without telling Morelli, whos not overly fond of him. All the usual suspects in this long-running series are along for a wilder than ever ride, including Lula the gun-toting ex-hooker, Grandma Mazur, Stephanie's pregnant sister Valerie and her fiancé, as well as a host of minor characters who bring Trentons seedier environs to life. Ten Big Ones is another madcap caper by a writer whose fans will doubtless catapult this easy beach read to the top of the bestseller list. --Jane Adams

My Personal Review:
I loved this one. The plot was really suspensful and kept me laughing all the way through this read. Stephanie was bolder in this novel than she has been in the past and the story line was unpredictable. Could barely put this one down!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Ten Big Ones (Stephanie Plum, No. 10) - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!